
The Caddy Shack 
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��We were looking for some product that could help people clean their house easier. 
Create a product that could put together all this functions, a broom, a mop, a squeegee and a 
sponge.
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Team 3: The Ultimate Yoga Accessories Kit  

By: Kristi Nichols, Kennedy Stine, and Sofia Bonilla  
 
Goal: To create an all inclusive yoga accessories kit - develop a strap that can be used 

both as a carrying mechanism and a stretching tool, a comfortable strap sleeve for 

carrying the mat, and a yoga clip to keep towel in place on mat during practice.  

 

 

(1) Idea Sketch                                  (2) Existing Similar Product Disassembly 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

(3) CAD Model Design                                         (4) Built Functional Prototype  



iCliP
“An after-market solution for a MacBook Pro-blem”

Goal: To develop a device that secures the magsafe2 charger to the macbook Pro and prevents it from 
getting unplogged uninetentionally. 

(2) Analyzed Existing Similar Product
(1) Sketched Idea 

(3) Created CAD Model
D i

(4) Built Functional Prototype

Team 4: iClip     
By: Schwartz, Kardonski, Collins



Team 5: Universal Cord Winder 

By: Christopher McInstosh, Marcus Malta and Matheus Schmitz. 

Goal: Design and build a device to wind any type of cord in a range of length and thickness to prevent 

tangled wires, extend the cords lifespan as well as organize and carry them. 
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Team 6: Rainbow 3D
By: Jonathan Rashtian, Marvin Adhitama, and Tai Quan

Goal: Creative freedom for 3D drawing - Design a 3D printing pen 
with multiple colors for maximum customization

(2) Existing Similar Product Disassembly

(4) Built Functional Prototype(3) 3D CAD Model

(1) Idea Sketch



Team 7: The Clean Machine
Brock Hudnut, Mitch Suzuki, and Suzy Weaver  

Goal: Make daily dental hygiene more convenient – create a device that combines a
toothbrush, toothpaste, and floss in one product.

1) Idea Sketch 2) Existing similar product disassembly  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

3) CAD model design 4) Built functional prototype



Team 8: Soda Miracle 
By: Jin Hong Kim, Junchul Moon, Ivan Darmawan 
 
Goal: No more soda spills during parties or any social events – develop a miniature soda 
fountain that is easy to distribute, leak-free, and simple in design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        (1) Idea Sketch                (2) Existing Similar Product Disassembly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           (3) CAD Model Design                 (4) Build Functional Prototype 



The Illuminator
By Amanda Shantz, Sierra Williams, & Diana Valenzuela

The goal of  The 
Illuminator is to help 
students concentrate 
better while studying 
and doing homework. 
Our product reduces 
external noise and it 
contains a light bulb 
that is meant to be 

directed to at 
paperwork in front of  
the person using The 

Illuminator.

Product Sketch

CAD Model Design

Existing Similar Product Disassembly



 

THE NEAT 

Ellie, Aidan, & Group 10 

12:00 PM 

Come to a special viewing of Group 10’s most recent project “The Neat Cheat”. We 
all know that it is so easy to loose track of items in your backpack as well as 

jumble up which notebook goes with which class. Luckily we found the fix. You 
won’t want to miss out on this new innovative addition to your everyday

Friday December 4

Presented exclusively at the ISE 232 Trade Show



Team 11: Rim Cage  

By: Jason Gooden, Sanjana Shah, Kiran Sridhar 
Goal:   Develop a product to improve cleanliness and hygiene of of the popular college game Beer Pong - a 
specialized inner cup to catch and retain the ball 
 

 
(1) Idea sketches 

 
 
 
 
(2) Product disassembly 

 
 
(3) CAD design (4) Functional prototype 



Team 12: Get-a-Grip Phone Case 
By: Katie Cheng, Pilar Ferguson, Sam Loidolt 

Goal:  Create an easily removable secondary phone case that utilizes finger loops to 
prevent the user from dropping their phone.  The clear silicone rubber will allow the 
current phone case to be seen. 

(1) Idea Sketch             (2) Existing Similar Product Dissasembly 
     

(3) CAD Model Design 
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